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Abstract

The data elements created throughout a conceptual design project reflect the wide diversity of stakeholders that
are involved in an aircraft design project. Data elements are contributed and accessed from different engineering
disciplines, software tools, and the workflow process defined for a project. For the different users involved in such
a design project, it is of high importance to have efficient access to the data relevant to their work independent of
this diversity. This paper advocates an integrated data management approach and proposes a filtering approach to
support the users in having efficient access to their design data by taking advantage of the overall design knowledge
represented in such a large data set. This approach is described in the context of OpenCDT, a framework for
integrated data management for conceptual aircraft designs developed at Bauhaus Luftfahrt.

1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The data considered during an aircraft design project is
diverse and reflects the different stakeholders involved in
aircraft design.An aircraft design project sees the cooper-
ation of several discipline experts, the use of several soft-
ware tools, and a project management to coordinated the
joint effort. The resulting data set from an aircraft design
project contains both a parameterized aircraft model, in-
formation regarding the software tools used in the project
and process data that describe the process deriving the
aircraft model. The overall data set from an aircraft de-
sign project can, therefore, become quite large and be
of some substantial complexity. While such an data set
reflects all the mentioned aspects of an aircraft design
project, a single user is, usually, interested in a subset of
the overall data set, containing only those data elements
relevant for his tasks.
Having access to the ”right” subset from a data set will
yield a more efficient design process and a higher quality
of an aircraft design model. An aircraft engineer is in-
terested in having the flexibility to change the subset of
an aircraft model he is working on in accordance with his
task or with the progress of the project.
A common solution for providing users with subsets of
the overall data set is to organize the data in separate
data sets. Typically, each separate data set addresses a
single discipline or is managed by a single tool. This solu-
tion results in comprehensible data sets, but does not of-
fer the flexibility to efficiently adjust the content of a data
set. Also, this solution is hampered with the additional

burden of keeping all separated data sets consistent.
Other solutions addresses the challenge of preserving
the consistency of a data set by providing a single frame-
work that addresses several disciplines [1] or by support-
ing the efficient exchange of data between different sep-
arate subsets in order to ensure the consistency among
them [2]. Both approaches have their merits, but will
most likely have limitations with respect to providing the
user with the flexibility of integrating software tools for
special tasks and of defining and adopting data sets dur-
ing an aircraft design project.
A different approach is the use of an integrated data
set, where all data elements are stored, This approach
yields a more complete and accurate description of an
aircraft design, and does facilitates the application of
multi-disciplinary analysis and optimization (MDAO) pro-
cesses. This approach enables also the use of filtering
as a flexible and efficient solution of defining subsets of
the integrated data set.
This paper advocates the use of an integrated data man-
agement approach and addresses the issue of a flexible
filtering mechanism that provides users with the means
to efficiently define subsets of an integrated data set.
In addition, a prototypical implementation of a filtering
mechanism in OpenCDT is presented. OpenCDT is a
framework for building an integrated data set developed
at Bauhaus Luftfahrt. The remainder of this paper is or-
ganized as follows: In Section 2 a brief overview of two
data modeling approaches – segregated data manage-
ment and integrated data management – is given, fol-
lowed by the elicitation of some requirements that are
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required to adapt the integrated data management ap-
proach more easily. This is followed by presenting some
related work on filtering mechanisms in Section 3. A so-
lution for a filtering mechanism using the OpenCDT soft-
ware developed at Bauhaus Luftfahrt is then introduced
in Section 4 together with a brief example in Section 5.
Some direction of future work are pointed out in Section
6. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2 MODELING APPROACH AND RESULTING
REQUIREMENTS

Any software implementation of a conceptual design pro-
cess faces a number of challenges, including issues such
as performance, data management, concurrency, etc. [3]
An important issue is for example the fragmentation of
knowledge and design data [4]. A core issue for dis-
cussing data management approaches is whether the
resulting data set from an aircraft design process is in-
tegrated or segregated. In an integrated approach to
data management all design disciplines, sub processes,
tasks and software tools are using a single integrated
data set. In the opposite approach, each design disci-
pline, sub process, task and software tool uses their own
separate data sets; in this approach the entire aircraft
design is kept in a set of segregated data sets [5]. An
integrated data set reflects the logical structure of a data
set; the physical structure of an integrated data set can
be realized as a stand-alone database or as a distributed
database.
A segregated data management approach can avoid
some of the complexity involved with an integrated data
set, but introduces some serious drawbacks to design
projects. First, in a segregated data management ap-
proach many couplings and dependencies between pa-
rameters manipulated by different sub processes, tasks
or software tools are not represented explicitly and need
to be handled implicitly through expert knowledge of en-
gineers. Handling such implicit dependencies does result
in additional tasks. Second, in a segregated approach to
data management, different data sets will evolve more
individually, thus introducing different levels of matura-
tion, precision and fidelity among the involved data sets.
While this may be a logical consequence given the dif-
ferent requirements to each sub process, different levels
of maturation and fidelity can become serious stumble
blocks to the coordination and consistency of the over-
all aircraft data set. In case the segregation of data sets
is also driven by the use of separate software tools, the
issue of data format compatibility becomes an issue. Fi-
nally, keeping a segregated data set consistent is a po-
tential hard operation that has to solve conflicts that may
exist between the individual data sets, the bridging of the
different levels of fidelity and the detection of implicit (i.e.
not explicitly represented) dependencies.
Using an approach with an integrated data set has sev-
eral important benefits: First, it is a more accurate rep-

resentation of an aircraft design since it can explicitly
model all couplings and dependencies that exist between
the parameters used to describe an aircraft. These cou-
plings include both physical dependencies as well as de-
pendencies introduced by calculations using parameters
as input to determine other parameters. Second, an in-
tegrated data set avoids the use of redundant data ele-
ments and helps, therefor, to preserve the consistency
throughout the data set. Third, getting all sub processes
and software tools to use the same data set implies that
a common understanding of how each attribute of an
aircraft is to be parameterized has to be reached. Us-
ing this approach does, however, also come with some
challenges: An integrated data set containing all informa-
tion about an aircraft design can become quite large and
complex, making it hard to read and comprehend all in-
formation. Keeping the consistency of an integrated data
set requires the processing of all couplings and depen-
dencies between parameters, introducing performance
issues. When updating a single parameter in an inte-
grated data set, coordination and conflict resolution with
other sub processes may be required. These challenges
need to be addressed in order to facilitate the effective
application of an integrated data management approach.
The analysis of both approaches to data management
focused on the consistency, accurateness and compre-
hensive understanding of the involved data sets. From
this point of view, the integrated data set is the preferred
option. The benefits of using an integrated data man-
agement approach outweigh the described challenges
that come with this approach for the intended applica-
tion in preliminary design. Still, there is the opportunity
to improve the tool support for this approach with new
functionalities. This paper will elicit some requirements
for better support of an integrated data management ap-
proach, and discuss a solution to one of these require-
ments in the following sections.
A new issue introduced with integrated data manage-
ment is the one of decomposition. While each data set
in a segregated data management approach can have
its own decomposition, an integrated data set needs a
single decomposition. A rather heuristic approach would
be to follow the physical breakdown of an aircraft into
its component (airframe, propulsion system, cabin, etc.).
But other ways of decomposing an integrated data set
exists, such as to rely on formal relationships of parame-
ters in an MDAO environment [6].
To make the work with an integrated data set as effi-
cient as possible, the following requirements to support a
workflow for a design project are elicited:

• Consistency check – The user shall be able to de-
fine and run consistency checks on the integrated
data set. This includes the declaration of triggers
(i.e. code that is performed in response to an event
such as the update of a parameter) to check that
the dependencies between parameters in the data
set are kept consistent, and user defined opera-
tions to check quality aspects of the data set.
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• Collaboration support – Provide support for the
concurrent work of several teams, using the same
integrated data set. This includes support for con-
flict resolution when two or more users attempt to
manipulate the same parameter, or long term de-
sign explorations to allow the performance of de-
sign space explorations in a private data space that
can be committed once the operation is completed.

• Filtering of data sets – Allow the filtering of the
integrated data set into user defined subsets of the
overall data set. Each subset focuses on data el-
ements that are relevant for a given sub process,
task or software tool. In case a user right manage-
ment is implemented, it must be possible to set the
user rights for a parameter for a given subset (i.e. a
parameter is read only in a subset A, and read/write
in a subset B).

• Personalized views of filtered data sets – Users
shall be able to personalize the view on filtered data
sets by being able to introduce different decomposi-
tion structures for the parameters in a given filtered
data set or to use an alternative nomenclature that
is more “familiar” to the user.

The elicited requirements presented here describe high
level requirements that need to be refined further. In the
remainder of this paper, we will focus on the requirement
“Filtering of data sets”, and propose a solution for filter-
ing integrated data sets using the OpenCDT framework
developed at Bauhaus Luftfahrt.

3 RELATED WORK

Techniques to reduce the size of a data space or to sim-
plify the structure of a data space are in use by most soft-
ware systems that handle larger amounts of data. Many
users of software systems are familiar with some kind of
filtering functionality: In information retrieval systems, fil-
tering algorithms are used to reduce the size of a text [7];
email systems use spam filters “to identify spam for the
purpose of preventing its delivery” [8]; and collaborative
filtering techniques are applied when preprocessing the
number of hits in web searches [9]. The Oxford Dictio-
nary defines a filter in computing as “a piece of software
that processes data before passing it to another applica-
tion . . . ” [10].
In the context of this paper, a filter is used as a technique
to process a data structure in order to create a new data
structure that contains only those elements of the original
data structure that satisfy a defined selection criterion.
An important part of a filter is the definition of a crite-
rion of what is to be accepted and what is to be rejected
by the filter. There exist several basic approaches for
how to implement such a criterion. Common approaches
are content-based filters and semantic filters. In content-
based filters, the actual value of an attribute is compared

against the search criterion, using some kind of compari-
son operator such as equality, inequality, or is-contained-
in. Advanced forms of textual filters use pattern recogni-
tion techniques as their criterion [11], and are applied on
large texts. Many are familiar with the more simpler forms
of content-based filters from, for example, statements in
query languages, such as the SELECT statements in
SQL [12]. A semantic filter takes advantage of semantic
information that has been modeled into a data set. Se-
mantic modeling has been applied to database systems
since the earlies 1970s, and focus on the explicit repre-
sentation of objects, attributes and relationships among
objects [13]. Several approaches for representing the se-
mantic of a model exists. One approach is the use of
tags for semantic annotation of a data model. Tags are
identified by their object identity and represent thus their
meaning not by the content of their attributes but by an
inherent quality; tags can thus be used as primitive for
a query language [14]. Similar to this approach is the
use of tags for the semantic web [15]. Other approaches
use the available modeling constructs of a modeling lan-
guage or a metamodel.
A related field in the context of this paper is Knowledge
Based Engineering (KBE). The aim of KBE is to improve
the efficiency of a design process by extending a data
model with design and process knowledge [16]. Extend-
ing the data model with additional knowledge is similar to
the semantic annotation of a data model. The knowledge
that is modeled into a data model should thus be avail-
able both for a knowledge based engineering methodol-
ogy and the construction of filters.

4 PROPOSED SOLUTION: FILTERING IN
OpenCDT

Among the requirements for supporting the use of an in-
tegrated data set identified in Section 2 is filtering. This
section proposes a filtering mechanism that allows the
flexible combination of filters and that is under implemen-
tation and evaluation in our current work on OpenCDT.

4.1 OpenCDT

OpenCDT [17, 18] is an open source framework for con-
ceptual aircraft design under development at Bauhaus
Luftfahrt. The focus of OpenCDT is on providing support
for the integration of aircraft design data from different
disciplines and specialist software. This is clearly stated
in our vision statement:

The vision of OpenCDT is to provide a frame-
work for conceptual aircraft design that en-
ables the integration of design data and func-
tionality from existing software tools, that
supports the collaboration between discipline
teams and that is flexible enough to be
adapted for designing unconventional aircraft
concepts.
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Figure 1: Example of an aerodynamic view in OpenCDT
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Figure 2: UML diagram of a part from OpenCDT’s
metamodel

The core functionality of OpenCDT is the generic sup-
port for building parameterized aircraft models. Users
shall have the freedom to build aircraft models according
to their needs. This includes the way an aircraft model
is decomposed and the nomenclature used for the air-

craft model. Aircraft models can also be build by im-
porting data sets from external tools. The meta model
for OpenCDT’s own data model consists of the following
constructs. An UML diagram is shown in Figure 2; note
that the pairs of (1..*) shown along the arcs connecting
the classes does express the cardinality of the model.

• Component – Components describe entities that
can be parameterized such as systems or physical
components. Components can be further decom-
posed by subcomponents.

• Parameter – Parameters are used to describe the
characteristics of a component. A parameter can
be quantified; in addition the user can qualify pa-
rameters further by specifying a quantity for the pa-
rameter, assigning it to one or more design disci-
plines and design phase, as well as by additional
annotations.

• Interface – An Interface gives global access to a
component and makes it possible to access a com-
ponent when the scope of work comprises several
components. An interface is linked to a single pa-
rameter and can be qualified in the same way as a
parameter.
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In OpenCDT, different types (or classes) of inter-
faces are defined, carrying some additional infor-
mation. These interface classes include mass in-
terface, wetted area interface and reference area
interface. They correspond partly to a parame-
ters quantity, but can be used to make even more
coarse grained distinctions between interfaces, as
shown here with two different interfaces for area.

• Value – Values are used to quantify parameters. A
value has a unit that must correspond to the pa-
rameters quantity. A parameter can have several
values, which makes it possible to have values rep-
resenting different states of a parameter, including
values specifying a requirement for that parameter
or a constraint.

As a framework for integrated data management,
OpenCDT will typically store data sets from different dis-
ciplines and from different software tools. To aid the work
of discipline experts, OpenCDT provides filters to hide
data elements that are not of interest to them.

4.2 Discipline views and filtering in
OpenCDT

OpenCDT uses an approach to filtering that combines
both semantic filtering and content based filtering. Se-
mantic filtering is used for making references to elements
in the aircraft model, such as references to components
and interfaces. Content based filtering is used for match-
ing the textual content of defined fields in the data model.
These field are called Labels. The filtering mechanism in
OpenCDT is facilitated by the following two constructs:

• Filter – A filter defines the search criteria applied
when filtering the integrated data set. The current
implementation of a filter in OpenCDT provide the
following possible criteria:

1. Interfaces – None, one or more interface
classes can be specified for a filter

2. Component – None, one or more components
can be specified for a filter

3. Disciplines – None, one or more strings con-
taining the name of a discipline can be speci-
fied for a filter

4. Source – None or one string containing the
name of a source can be specified for a filter

5. Annotation – None or one string containing an
annotation can be specified for a filter

6. Owner – None or one string containing the
name of a owner can be specified for a filter

7. Design Phase – None or one string containing
the name of a design phase can be specified
for a filter

Only data elements that satisfy all search criteria
of a filter will be selected for the resulting subset
of the integrated data set. For example, when an
interface class is specified in a filter, only parame-
ters that are accessible by this interface class will
be included in the result set from a filter.

• Discipline View – A discipline view in OpenCDT is
a subset of the integrated data set. It is defined by
a collection of filters and will display only those data
elements that satisfy the search criteria defined in
the filters. In the current implementation, a disci-
pline view in OpenCDT preserves the default hier-
archy of the integrated data set. An example of a
discipline view is shown in Figure 1 containing only
a single filter ��������	
�, which specifies only a
single discipline (as shown in the properties view).

It is possible to combine filters with set operators.
To build a discipline view that combines two filters,
a set expression must be defined. A set expres-
sion defines the set operator to be used and spec-
ifies the two filters that the operator is used upon.
OpenCDT supports a single unary set operator and
four binary set operators:

– The operator OR takes two subsets of ele-
ments from the aircraft model, each defined
by a filter, and returns the union of them

– The operator AND takes two subsets of ele-
ments from the aircraft model, each defined by
a filter, and returns the intersection of them

– The operator MINUS takes two subsets of ele-
ments from the aircraft model, each defined by
a filter, and returns the relative complement
of them (i.e. the elements that are contained
in the first subset but not in the second subset)

– The operator PLUS takes two subsets of ele-
ments from the aircraft model, each defined by
a filter, and returns the Cartesian product of
them (i.e. the elements that are contained in
either for the two subsets, but not in the inter-
section of both subsets)

– In addition the unary operator NOT is imple-
mented. The operator is defined as an at-
tribute of a filter and returns the complement
of the subset of elements from the aircraft
model that is defined by the filter (i.e. all el-
ements from the aircraft model that are not in
the resulting subset from a filter)

An example of a discipline view combining several filters
is shown in Figure 5, Part B.

5 EXAMPLE

This section presents an example of a workflow for build-
ing a discipline view and filters. The example uses a
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Parameter Description Component Aerodynamics Weights &
Balance

Performance

AR Wing aspect ratio Wing • •
CD Drag coefficient Aircraft • •
CL Lift coefficient Aircraft • •
e Oswald efficiency • •
mTO Take-off mass (initial) Aircraft • •
mPropulsion Propulsion mass Propulsion •
mWing Wing mass Wing •
mFuselage Fuselage mass Fuselage •
mOE Operating empty mass Aircraft •
mPayload Payload mass Aircraft •
SFC Specific fuel consumption Aircraft •
SWetfus Wetted area fuselage Fuselage •
Sref Wing reference area Wing •
Swet Aircraft wetted area Aircraft •
vcs Cruise speed Mission • •
ρ Air density Atmosphere •

Table 1: Example data set. The dots indicate to which discipline a parameter has been assigned

small sample data set, containing three top-level com-
ponents for ��������, �����	
 and ���	�����. Each
contains further sub-components and parameters. An
excerpt of the data set and the assignment of parame-
ters to their respective disciplines is given in Table 1.

5.1 Workflow

The workflow for building a discipline view contains the
following steps:

1. Build up or extend a comprehensive aircraft
model – There a several ways of building up an
aircraft model, as this can be done from scratch, by
importing data sets from external tools, or by merg-
ing an existing baseline model with additional data
elements. In OpenCDT, the user can rearrange
the decomposition of an aircraft model by creat-
ing new subcomponents and by moving parame-
ters and interfaces between components. The ex-
ample aircraft model in OpenCDT is shown in Fig-
ure 3 and contains several components and sub-
components to describe an aircraft. The com-
ponent �������� contains subcomponents for its
main physical components, including ��������,
��
� and �������. Parameters and interfaces are
defined for all components. The component ��
�
is for example described by the two parameter
����� and ����
�. For both parameter, the com-
ponent does also offer the interfaces �
�������

��
� ����� and �
������� ��
� ����
�. When
defining interfaces for a parameter, the user has to
choose among different types of interfaces, as de-
scribed in Section 4.1.

Figure 3: An example aircraft’s data model in OpenCDT
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2. Annotate the aircraft model with labels – Cre-
ating interfaces is already a first step for annotat-
ing the aircraft model with additional knowledge,
due to the different types of interfaces. A further
step to extend the aircraft model with design knowl-
edge is the annotation of the model, using the pre-
defined labels. Relevant design knowledge to be
represented in the aircraft model are ����������,
	
����, ����� ����� and �����. The labels
���������� and ����� are self explaining, while
the label 	
���� refers to the external tool that a pa-
rameter has been imported from. The label �����
����� can mean several things, but in this exam-
ple it refers to the Design Phase that introduced a
parameter into the aircraft model. Table 1 shows
to which disciplines the parameters of the example
aircraft model have been assigned to.

The user has to perform the annotation of the air-
craft model manually, using the Properties view of
an Interface. An example is shown in Figure 4. As
the filter mechanism in OpenCDT does only filter
interface, only interfaces have to be annotated.

Figure 4: An annotated interface for the interface
��������� ���


Annotating an aircraft model in the described way
serves also the preservation of design knowledge
throughout a design process.

3. Creating discipline views and defining filters –
With the preparations in the two foregoing steps,
the user is now able to create discipline views. A
discipline view is created to reduce the complexity
of an aircraft model by extracting only a subset of
all model elements contained in that model. This is
achieved by adding one or more filters to the disci-
pline view. A filter defines the actual search criteria
used for building a discipline view (see Section 4.2).

A simple example of a discipline view is the Aero-
dynamics view which is shown in Figure 1. This
view contains a single filter. The configuration of
the filter is shown in Figure 1, in the tab called
��
�������. The filter specifies only three of the
predefined criteria: The �
�������� field is set to
�����, and both the ���� and the ���������� field
are set to ���
��������. The corresponding Aero-
dynamics discipline view in OpenCDT is shown in

the tab called Aerodynamic shown in Figure 1, and
consists of two parts: to the left, the filtered param-
eters and the components that does contain these
parameters, are shown. To the right, the filters that
specify the open discipline view are listed (which in
this case is only the Aerodynamic filter).

Several other search criteria can be expressed by
using a single filter. It is thus possible to perform
the following searches:

• Select all parameters that are contained in the
discipline views ���
�������� and ������ �

�������� and that are owned by the author.
The following fields of a filter needs to be set
as follows:

a) Complement: �����

b) Discipline: ���
�������� ����� �

��������

c) Owner: �!

• Select all parameters that are coefficients and
that are defined for components �������� and
"����
�. The following fields of a filter needs
to be set as follows:

a) Complement: �����

b) Components: �������� "����
�

c) In addition, an Coefficient interface is
added to the filter.

A screen shot of this discipline view is shown
in Figure 5, part A.

4. Combining filters – It is also possible to combine
filters to create more advanced discipline views.
This is possible by using unary and binary set op-
erators on filters. When mixing search criteria in a
filter, all criteria must be satisfied for a model ele-
ment in order to include it into result of a filter. The
use of set operators makes it possible to define a
discipline view that contains all elements that are
either part of the Aerodynamics discipline and the
Weights & Balances discipline, but not part of both
disciplines. As shown in Table 1, there are three pa-
rameters in the example aircraft model that would
be excluded by such a discipline view. The defini-
tion of this discipline view is shown in Figure 5, part
B.

5.2 Evaluation of discipline views and
OpenCDT’s filtering mechanism

Discipline views are a mechanism to filter large data sets.
As such, they support the user in focusing on those data
elements that are of relevance in a given context. They
also help to reduce the complexity inherent in an inte-
grated data set and to improve the usability when work-
ing with data elements in an integrated data set. The
discipline view approach described in this paper is, thus,
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A) B)

Figure 5: Part A) A discipline view selecting all coefficients for components �������� and ��		�
�; Part B) A disci-
pline view with set expressions

a first step to fulfill the requirement for Filtering of data
sets defined in Section 2.
The possibility to define discipline views by combining dif-
ferent filters using binary set operators provide the user
with flexibility to define individual discipline views. Filter
definitions can be reused and be combined for new dis-
cipline views.
The implementation of discipline views in OpenCDT de-
scribed in this paper doesn’t include an integration with
an user right management system, as this is currently
out of scope in our work on OpenCDT. We acknowledge,
however, that this is an important functionality. It should
also be noted that the use of discipline views integrated
with user rights are a potential approach to support an-
other requirement of Section 2: Collaboration support.
Using user right privileges is a practical approach to
manage the collaboration between different disciplines
teams. Discipline views could also be used to support
inter-organizational collaboration.
The actual implementation of discipline views in
OpenCDT is only prototypical and has, consequently,
its limitations that make it unfit for day-to-day operation.
These limitations include (1) the missing functionality to
reuse actual filters in several discipline views, (2) to turn
filters dynamically on or off when working with a disci-
pline view, (3) to define new interface types dynamically,
and (4) a real tag mechanism replacing the use of labels
for extending an aircraft model with design and process
knowledge. Some potential improvements for discipline
views in OpenCDT are described in Section 6.
This paper has also described a typical workflow to de-
fine and work with discipline views (see Section 5.1).
This workflow depends on the user manually labeling the

model elements of an aircraft model. This task does re-
quire some special care for several reasons: First, as
the filtering mechanism depends on the consistent use
of labels in the entire model, all users of the the filtering
approach must agree on a common nomenclature to be
used for all model element and by all disciplines. Sec-
ond, as the aircraft model developed in a project most
likely will grow during the projects lifetime, the initial la-
beling may become to coarse-grained and may need to
refined. The use of an ontology based filtering approach
as described in Section 6 could reduce the amount spent
on reorganizing an aircraft model.
Annotating an aircraft model with labels expressing de-
sign knowledge, such as the disciplines that an element
is assigned to, or in which design phase an element has
been first introduced into the aircraft model, is an activity
studied in Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE). Using
discipline views as described in this paper would thus
benefit from already existing knowledge models for an
aircraft model.

6 FUTURE WORK

The filtering approach described in this paper is only a
first step towards exploiting the potential of filtering in or-
der to support the use of an integrated data management
approach. The overview of future work on filtering mech-
anisms in OpenCDT given in this section is divided into
two parts. The first part addresses two new modeling
approaches that will improve the filtering mechanism de-
scribed in this paper:

• Alternative hierarchy structures – This approach
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will extend a discipline view with an alternative de-
composition hierarchy for a user defined subset of
the integrated data set: When displaying the filtered
subset, the data elements contained in the subset
will be shown using a different hierarchy. The data
can be displayed in separate views that may not
only present subsets of the complete dataset, but at
the same time contain a separate hierarchic order
of the data. An example of alternative hierarchies is
shown in Figure 6. This approach is of practical use
for example in cases where a subset of a large data
set is needed as input for an expert software mod-
ule, which requires its own proprietary arrangement
of data.

• Ontology based filtering – Ontology based fil-
ters provide the opportunity to use an ontology to
model domain specific knowledge and to use this
knowledge for specifying filters. Among the prac-
tical applications of using ontology based filters
is the opportunity to specify filters independent of
the internal nomenclature of a data set. Current
work on using ontologies for conceptual aircraft
design at Bauhaus Luftfahrt addresses the semi-
automatically integration of models from different
sources [19].

Figure 6: Two views of the same data in different hierar-
chic arrangements

The second part of this section addresses how discipline
views can take advantage of all the data managed in
OpenCDT as well as how discipline views can by used
to support other functionalities.

• Rights management – The current version of
OpenCDT does not support the management of
user rights. Discipline views can be used as the
sole access point to the to integrate data sets man-
aged by OpenCDT. By extending the definition of
discipline views with a specification of user rights,
it is possible realize a flexible functionality for user
rights. It is, for example, possible to have read-only
views or to grant write access to a given parameter
to the person or group ”owning” this parameter.

• Calculation dependencies – The only alterna-
tive decomposition structure that OpenCDT already
offers are the dependencies between parameters
and calculations and processes that are applied to
calculate values for other parameters. This struc-
ture could be used for searches such as list all pa-
rameters that are calculated and depend on a spec-
ified parameter as input.

• Additional filtering capabilities – Filters can take
advantage of other modeling concepts provided by
OpenCDT than the one presented in this paper. An
example would be the use of the versioning his-
tory available for a data set. Another concept for
building data sets in OpenCDT is that a param-
eter can be described by many values (see Sec-
tion 4.1), supporting thus different types of values
such as requirements, constraints, or experimental
or different state-dependent values, such as take-
off, cruise, or landing. Using filters that define crite-
ria specifically for values allows the construction of
more complex discipline views.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper has addressed the software support for con-
ceptual aircraft design and the need for having an inte-
grated data management approach. While an integrated
data set will have several benefits, including better con-
sistency and higher accuracy, it will also introduce a more
complex data set with a reduced usability due to its size.
A number of requirement for supporting a workflow us-
ing an integrated data management approach have been
identified, including the requirement for powerful filtering
mechanisms. Starting with a brief overview of available
filtering mechanisms, this paper has described how such
a filtering mechanism has been implemented prototyp-
ically in OpenCDT, an open-source tool for conceptual
aircraft design.
An example has been used to illustrate how the filtering
mechanism can be used in a typical workflow in a con-
ceptual aircraft design project. Finally, the paper has out-
lined some ideas for future work to improve the filtering
mechanism and to extend it with new ideas.
Filtering capabilities are a useful tool to reduce the com-
plexity of an integrated data management approach, and
support an aircraft designer only having access to the
”right” subset of the entire data set.
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